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Reviewer's report:

This is a very interesting and well-written manuscript. The methodology of the meta-analysis is well-elaborated. I only have a few remarks/questions.

- Maybe, 'meta-analysis' could be added as a keyword?

- page 8, line 18: can you explain what exactly you mean by 'combined' (regarding the university/college type)?

- page 11 and Figure 1. I wonder whether there were doubles that had to be removed; I mean: were the 184 papers from CNKI, the 207 from WanFang, the 67 from PubMed and the 291 from Web of Science all different? Was there no overlap? This should be mentioned in the Figure and in the text.

- Some typo's: Abstract, page 2, line 6: delete 'a'; line 9: delete 'studies'; line 16: 'a estimate' has to be 'an estimate'.

- Some typo's: page 18, line 15: '...in other parts OF the world...'
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